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Methods
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The Danish Code
”provides the research community with a framework

to promote commonly agreed principles and standards.
The Code of Conduct aims to support a common
understanding and common culture of research
integrity in Denmark.”
How that gets taken up in practice (organisationally,
institutionally and individually) is a question of
institutional and disciplinary translation
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Who does what?
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Questions
&
Methods

How is the Danish Code of Conduct translated in
training courses for early career researchers?
How is this code, and any others used, understood
across disciplinary borders?

•
•
•
•
•

Ethnographic research (2 full days of participant
observation at each of the 4PhD courses)
In situ interviews (6 interviews lasting between12 h)
Analysis of local policy documents on integrity
Collection of course materials
Interviews with course leaders and teachers
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How is integrity framed?
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Problem Narratives

the ways research integrity is established as
a problem to be addressed, either in
documents or in teaching.
•
•

How they legitimize the course
curriculum, pedagogic format and
expected learning outcome
How the program, course materials
and teachers respond to these
problem narratives
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Problem Narrative ”We are all unconscious
small cheaters”

1. Health
• High priority within the medical faculty
• Problems residing in the individual, not the structure, rules
or incentives of the university system
• Objective: to enhance ‘enlightenment’ regarding
individual unconscious contributions to malpractice
www.company.com

Teaching Style
• Intimate atmosphere
• Used EPIGEUM
• Self-reflexive conduct
• Examined through cases
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Problem Narrative ”Navigating the
‘broken system”

Teaching style
• System focused Problematic
incentives
• Assessment criteria
• Systemic problem in how
we do research
• Lack of support as a symbol
of the lack of recognition of
the problem

2. Social Science
”Many will do what some label as questionable
research practices. I have no doubt about that.
They all will, because otherwise they won’t
survive in the system”

www.company.com
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Problem Narrative: The scientific project as
essentially ethical

Teaching Style
• to create a safe space
• sharing experiences
• Referring experiences to codes
and rules.

3. Humanities
The course is necessary for the creation of
recognizable validity externally
Integrity presented as topical
ethical and research integrity reflexivity was
insufficiently developed.
www.company.com
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Problem Narrative: Responsibility for
‘good science’

Teaching style
•
Small exercises on the
’basic principles’ of
honesty, trustworthiness,
openness and transparency
•
Desire to create a less
‘gloomy’ picture.
•
Integrity a matter of common
sense
•
Supported by transparency
and reflexivity

4. Natural Sciences

Pedagogical aims: to highlight the societal
responsibility of research and innovation

Integrity presented to students as an obtainable state of
being. The ‘natural state’ of most local research
environments was thought to be one of research
integrity.
Reflexivity enhancing exercises
www.company.com
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Analysis
”The Code of Conduct aims to support
a common understanding and common
culture of research integrity in
Denmark”
While responding to the same overall
policy discourse about integrity training,
problem narratives varied according to
local debates, disciplines and
developments.
A diversity of interpretation is perhaps
not unexpected, with variations in
emphasis across disciplines
www.company.com

Commonalities
All four courses engage with
individual or local reflexivity
Course designs do not engage
with the fostering of a shared
integrity culture or with
institutional systems for
supporting it
Reflexivity as a key method in
integrity training speaks to
student-centered pedagogies
common in Denmark
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Analysis
Regardless of the diverse local problem
narratives (e.g. the ”small cheater” vs
”broken culture”, there is a crossfaculty focus on individual reflexivity.

www.company.com

We see a cross-disciplinary ideal: a
reflexive research who is highly
responsibilised.
The question remains is whether this
responsibilization of the most junior
actors in the research and higher
education system is an adequate
response to the overarching aim of
fostering a culture of research integrity
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